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Abstract
Early structural changes to the heart, including the chambers and the coronary 
arteries, provide important information on pre-clinical heart disease like 
cardiac failure. Currently, contrast-enhanced cardiac computed tomography 
angiography (CCTA) is the preferred modality for the visualization of the 
cardiac chambers and the coronaries. In clinical practice not every patient 
undergoes a CCTA scan; many patients receive only a non-contrast-enhanced 
calcium scoring CT scan (CTCS), which has less radiation dose and does not 
require the administration of contrast agent. Quantifying cardiac structures in 
such images is challenging, as they lack the contrast present in CCTA scans. 
Such quantification would however be relevant, as it enables population 
based studies with only a CTCS scan. The purpose of this work is therefore 
to investigate the feasibility of automatic segmentation and quantification of 
cardiac structures viz whole heart, left atrium, left ventricle, right atrium, 
right ventricle and aortic root from CTCS scans. A fully automatic multi-
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atlas-based segmentation approach is used to segment the cardiac structures. 
Results show that the segmentation overlap between the automatic method 
and that of the reference standard have a Dice similarity coefficient of 0.91 
on average for the cardiac chambers. The mean surface-to-surface distance 
error over all the cardiac structures is ±1.4 1.7 mm. The automatically 
obtained cardiac chamber volumes using the CTCS scans have an excellent 
correlation when compared to the volumes in corresponding CCTA scans, a 
Pearson correlation coefficient (R) of 0.95 is obtained. Our fully automatic 
method enables large-scale assessment of cardiac structures on non-contrast-
enhanced CT scans.

Keywords: multi-atlas-based segmentation, computed tomography, image 
registration, cardiac segmentation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases remain the number one cause of death and disability worldwide 
(Mozaffarian et al 2016). Besides acute cardiovascular events such as stroke and myocardial 
infarctions, (chronic) heart failure is a rapidly growing global health problem (Lloyd-Jones 
et al 2002, Yancy et al 2013, Mozaffarian et al 2016). In addition to its considerable contrib-
ution to cardiovascular mortality, heart failure puts a substantial financial burden on healthcare 
systems (Robertson et al 2012). This highlights the urgent need for preventative strategies 
for heart failure (Schocken et  al 2008). An essential step towards such strategies is the  
identification of early markers of the disease (D’Agostino et al 2008).

From an etiological point of view, many changes occur to the structure of the myocardium 
before heart failure may become clinically apparent (Heusch et al 2014). Interestingly, little is 
known about early, subtle changes in myocardial structure (remodelling) and whether or not 
these may be used as early predictive markers of heart failure.

One of the main imaging modalities used in cardiovascular disease is computed tomogra-
phy (CT). As a result of rapid advances in processing techniques for cardiac imaging, quanti-
fication of cardiac structures has become possible. The quantified cardiac measures such as 
volumes of the atria and ventricles helps us assess the cardiac function, which is relevant for 
pre-clinical and clinical cardiovascular research (Kang et al 2012). Yet, quantification remains 
a tedious and time-consuming task when performed manually, which is not feasible in large 
studies or clinical practice.

Cardiac chamber segmentations are generally performed on cardiac CT angiography 
(CCTA) scans, due to the presence of contrast material that provides accurate identification 
of the different cardiac chambers. However, especially but not exclusively within the field of 
clinical cardiology, many patients undergo only a non-contrast-enhanced CT calcium scoring 
(CTCS) scan for various reasons (screening, planning, etc). In such cases, having a method 
that can accurately and robustly segment the cardiac structures on a CTCS scan with a similar 
precision as that on a CCTA scan will be of great clinical value. Information on cardiac struc-
tures may provide important additional insight into the risk of developing heart failure with-
out additional testing or even without the use of contrast material. Also, having just one CT 
scan reduces both the radiation dose as well as the financial costs. Having a method that can 
automatically segment the cardiac structures on non-contrast-enhanced CTCS scans would 
therefore be of great interest where subjects undergo only a CTCS scan and do not have a 
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corresponding CCTA scan; not only in clinical practice, but also in the context of popula-
tion based and screening studies (Bild et al 2002, Ardehali et al 2007, Hofman et al 2013, 
Hoffmann et al 2016).

1.1. Related work

Several (semi-)automatic methods for the segmentation of cardiac chambers on CCTA scans, 
where contrast agent is administered to visualize the coronaries and the cardiac chambers, 
have been addressed by a number of papers (Lorenz and von Berg 2006, Ecabert et al 2008, 
Zheng et al 2008, Kirişli et al 2010). In all of these methods, the appearance of the cardiac 
structures is relevant for the segmentation process as a strong contrast between the cardiac 
muscle tissue and the blood pool allows accurate identification of the cardiac chambers.

Multi-atlas-based segmentation is a very popular technique and has a number of appli-
cations in the field of medical imaging. A survey paper from Iglesias and Sabuncu (2015) 
presents the background and a range of applications. Atlas-based approaches are convenient, 
as they only need a limited set of annotated data. However, these methods require a repre-
sentative dataset; representative with respect to the variation in anatomy, and representative 
with respect to the imaging modality. Literature covers a wide range of methods that use atlas-
based approaches for segmenting cardiac CT scans (Išgum et al 2009, van Rikxoort et al 2010, 
Zuluaga et al 2013, Zhuang et al 2015). Multi-atlas-based methods for the purpose of cardiac 
chamber segmentations have only been applied and tested on CCTA datasets.

The method proposed in this paper is based on multi-atlas-based segmentation. We used this 
method to segment CTCS scans using CCTA atlases, which actually involves inter-modal registra-
tion. Inter-modality/multi-modality registration has been attempted previously to segment cardiac 
structures from lower resolution (poor contrast) scans using a higher resolution scan (Tavard et al 
2014, Haak et al 2015, Zhuang and Shen 2016), these studies mainly focus on ultrasound scans 
(US) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). However, the feasibility of segmenting non-contrast-
enhanced CTCS data using higher resolution CCTA scans have not been previously investigated.

1.2. Contributions

The purpose of this work is to develop and evaluate a fully automatic segmentation framework 
that can accurately and robustly segment the whole heart (WH), aortic root (AO), left ventricle 
(LV), left atrium (LA), right atrium (RA) and, right ventricle (RV) from CTCS scans. The seg-
mented ventricles include both the blood-pool and the myocardial tissue. Thus, the quantified 
ventricular volumes are epicardial volumes. The work presented in this paper is built upon our 
previous works (Kirişli et al 2010, Shahzad et al 2013).

We previously presented and thoroughly evaluated a multi-atlas-based CCTA segmenta-
tion approach (Kirişli et al 2010), and have also evaluated to what extent this approach can 
be used to segment the whole heart in CTCS scans in the context of epicardial fat quantifica-
tion (Shahzad et al 2013). In this study we assess the feasibility of segmenting the individual 
cardiac structures on non-contrast-enhanced CTCS scans. A very extensive validation is con-
ducted, the performance of the proposed framework is assessed by: (i) comparing the con-
tour surface-to-surface distances and Dice similarity coefficient for the cardiac structures on 
the CTCS scans between the automatic method and reference standard obtained from CCTA  
and CTCS scans, (ii) comparing the automatically obtained volumes of the cardiac structures 
from CTCS scans to those obtained semi-automatically using the CCTA scan and, (iii) com-
paring the segmentation accuracy of the cardiac structures obtained manually on a subset of 
25 CTCS scans to the corresponding reference standard.

R Shahzad et alPhys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 3798
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To the best of our knowledge this is the fist study where a fully automatic approach for 
segmenting the cardiac chambers from CTCS scans has been presented and validated.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study population

For this study we retrospectively and randomly selected 100 subjects who have undergone 
a multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) scan of the heart. The scans were acquired 
at Erasmus MC (Rotterdam, The Netherlands) using a Siemens Sensation 64 CT scanner 
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Forchheim, Germany).

The subjects were aged between 25–79 (mean age ±58 12) years old, 71% of the subjects 
were male. Each of these subjects underwent both a CTCS scan and CCTA scan. The scans 
were acquired for clinical diagnosis, and exhibit various pathologies. The cardiac scan ranged 
from the apex of the heart to the tracheal bifurcation. Both the CTCS and CCTA scans were 
acquired using ECG gating, using an absolute RR-interval time between  −450 and  −300 ms. 
The CTCS scans had an average in-plane pixel size of ×0.35 0.35, a slice thickness of 3 mm 
and a slice spacing of either 1.5 mm or 3 mm, the images were reconstructed using a b35f 
kernel. The CCTA scans had an average in-plane pixel size of ×0.32 0.32, a slice thickness 
of 0.75 mm and a slice spacing of 0.4 mm, the images were reconstructed using a b30f kernel.  
A tube voltage of 120 kV was used for both scan types.

From the initial dataset of 100 subjects, we excluded ten subjects; two subjects had extreme 
imaging artefacts caused due to metal implants and eight subjects had a cardiac phase mis-
match between the CTCS and CCTA acquisition. The evaluation was thus performed on  
90 datsets.

2.2. Method overview

The method proposed in this paper is based on a multi-atlas-based segmentation approach, 
as described in the work of Kirişli et al (2010). In the present work we use eight manually 
delineated CCTA scans as atlases to segment an unseen CTCS dataset. The reason for using 
the CCTA atlases is two-fold: first, these have been evaluated in a large CCTA segmentation 
study, and second, the presence of contrast agent allows for accurate delineation of the cardiac 
chambers. Figure 1 shows one of the eight annotated CCTA atlas scan.

The atlas building as well as the registration approach are discussed in the original work 
(Kirişli et  al 2010), but for completeness we briefly explain the segmentation work-flow. 
Multi-atlas-based segmentation is a process where multiple atlas scans with corresponding 
manually annotated labels are registered to an unseen subject’s scan (Rohlfing et al 2005). 
Image registration is used to spatially align the atlas scans and the subject’s scan (Aljabar 
et al 2009). In the registration procedure, the transformation parameters T that minimizes 
the cost function C between the fixed image (If) and the a moving image (Im) are deter-
mined. The final segmentation of the structures on the subject’s scan is obtained by fusing 
all the resulting transformed labels (Rohlfing et al 2004). A number of label fusion strategies 
are present in literature. In this work, we use majority voting to combine the label images  
(Lam and Suen 1997). For detailed information on medical image registration readers are 
referred to (Bankman 2000, Suri et al 2007).

Registration details for multi-atlas-based segmentation for the CTCS scans are as follows. 
A two stage registration approach was used, an affine transformation followed by a non-rigid 
B-spline transformation. Mutual information was used as similarity measure for the cost 
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function (Mattes et al 2003). Optimization was performed using adaptive stochastic gradient 
descent (Klein et al 2009). A three-stage multi-resolution coarse-to-fine scheme was used. 
The number of voxels sampled in each iteration was set at 1024, 2048 and 4096 for the affine 
transformation; 512, 1024 and 2048 for the B-spline transformation. The number of itera-
tions was set to 512 for the affine transformation and 2048 for the B-spline transformation. 
Registrations were performed using Elastix a publicly available medical image registration 
software (Klein et al 2010).

The eight atlas transformed labels for each cardiac structure (viz. WH, AO, LV, LA, RA 
and, RV) were combined using majority voting. From the resulting segmented structures vol-
umes (in ml) have been computed. Figure 2(a) shows a CTCS axial slice of a random subject, 
figure 2(c) shows the CTCS cardiac segmentations which were automatically obtained.

2.3. Reference standard

Reference standard segmentations were defined using both the CTCS and CCTA scans. Due to 
the CTCS imaging modality limitation (lower resolution and poor tissue contrast), it is not fea-
sible to define a reliable reference standard using only these scans. A more practical approach 
of defining reference standard using both the CTCS and CCTA scans was used. As the CCTA 

Figure 1. A CCTA atlas scan with the labelled cardiac structures on an axial slice  
(a). Label visualization in 3D (b).

Figure 2. Image showing an axial slice of a random subject. CTCS scan before 
segmentation (a). The corresponding CCTA scan with the reference standard cardiac 
delineation (b). Result of the automatic cardiac segmentation on the CTCS scan  
(c). Reference standard CCTA cardiac delineation warped onto the CTCS scan (d).

R Shahzad et alPhys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 3798
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scans have a better resolution and higher tissue contrast, delineating the cardiac structures on 
these scans provides more accurate segmentations. In the following paragraphs we explain the 
process of defining the cardiac chamber segmentations on the CCTA scans and warping these 
segmentations onto the CTCS scans.

In this work we delineate the cardiac structures using a semi-automatic approach. An ini-
tial segmentation was obtained using the automatic approach (Kirişli et al 2010) and manual 
corrections were applied when necessary. For the manual correction, two experts (DB, RB) 
visually inspected the automatically obtained cardiac chamber segmentations on the 90 CCTA 
datasets. A grade was provided for each of the CCTA scan based on the quality of the seg-
mentation, as defined in table 1. CCTA datasets which obtain grades I and II are considered to 
have good segmentations, as they generate very accurate volumetric measures for the cardiac 
structures. In the datasets that obtained grades III to V the segmentation errors were manually 
corrected by the clinical experts. Figure 2(b) shows the semi-automatically obtained CCTA car-
diac structure segmentations for one of the subjects. 72 (80%) datasets were assigned to grade I, 
7 to grade II, 9 to grade III and 2 obtained grade IV. None of the scans were assigned grade V.

Next, the CCTA segmentations were warped onto the CTCS scans. This is done by non-
rigid registration of the subjects CCTA and CTCS scan. Subsequently, using this registration 
result, the CCTA segmentations were transformed to the CTCS image space to generate refer-
ence standard cardiac segmentations. Note that this registration, which is intra-subject, and 
performed on images that are acquired at the same scanning session and in the same cardiac 
phase, is quite straightforward, as there is not much motion or deformation to correct for. A 
simple affine registration between the inter-subject CCTA and CTCS scans could have been 
performed. But, for the sake of completeness and to compensate for any unforeseen patient 
motion an elastic registration was performed.

The intra-subject registration scheme was as follows. A two-stage approach and three-stage 
multi-resolution coarse-to-fine scheme similar to the multi-atlas registration was used. The 
major difference in the parameters is the number of iterations. Affine transformation had 256 
iterations and B-spline transformation had 512 iterations. Figure 2(d) shows an example of the 
warped segmentations (from figure 2(b)) onto the CTCS scan.

To additionally evaluate the accuracy of the automatic method compared to manual seg-
mentation, the cardiac structures on 25 randomly selected CTCS scans were manually delin-
eated by an experienced medical student. The student received training from a radiologist. 
Once the manual annotations were completed, one of the experts (DB) analysed all the seg-
mentations for accuracy and corrected them when necessary.

Table 1. Multi-atlas based segmentation quality check for cardiac structures on CCTA 
scans.

Grade Description

I Very accurate:
Deviation up to 1 mm

II Most structures accurate:
1 or 2 structures may deviate up to 3 mm

III Most structures accurate:
1 structure may deviate up to 1 cm or
more than 2 structures may deviate up to 3 mm

IV A significant structure (up to 50%)
has been incorrectly segmented

V Segmentation failure

R Shahzad et alPhys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 3798
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An in-house tool was used for manual delineation of the cardiac structures. The tool was 
developed using MeVisLab (MeVis Medical Solutions AG, Bremen, Germany). The observer 
delineated the cardiac structures using only the axial slices of the CTCS scans. The contour 
for the structure of interest was annotated by clicking a number of points along the structure 
and fitting a spline through the points. The observer had the possibility to adjust the window 
level settings for better visualization of the different tissue types. The observer also had the 
possibility to view the scans in a coronal or a sagittal view, facilitating a consistent segmenta-
tion over the slices.

2.4. Evaluation measures

To evaluate the accuracy of the automatically obtained CTCS cardiac segmentations four 
evaluation measures were used; (i) Visual inspection of the CTCS segmented results;  
(ii) Comparing the automatic CTCS chamber segmentations to the corresponding CTCS refer-
ence segmentations; (iii) Comparing the CTCS obtained cardiac volumes to the CCTA car-
diac volumes; (iv) Comparing the reference standard cardiac segmentations to those obtained 
manually on CTCS scans.

To assess the quality of the segmentation results the experts visually inspected all the 
CTCS scans in 3D. Based on the accuracy of the cardiac chamber segmentations the scans 
were assigned one of these ranks: good, moderate or bad. A segmented CTCS scan is consid-
ered to be good if all cardiac structures are accurately segmented. A segmented CTCS scan is 
considered to be bad if one or more cardiac structures are grossly under- or over-segmented. 
The intermediate scans that have minor segmentation errors are assigned to the moderate rank.

The segmentation regions on the CTCS scans were compared using Dice similarity coef-
ficient (DSC) and surface-to-surface distances between the reference standard and automatic 
results. For volumetric correlations of the cardiac structures Pearson correlation coefficient  
(R) and Bland–Altman analysis were performed.

3. Results

3.1. Qualitative assessment of CTCS segmentation

Visual inspection of the automatic cardiac segmentations on the 90 CTCS scans resulted in, 
48 scans (53%) being assigned to the rank good, 31 (34%) to moderate and 11 (12%) to bad 
(See figure 3 for examples).

3.2. Agreement between the automatic and reference standard segmentation

To evaluate the performance of the automatic method, each of the automatically segmented 
CTCS structures’ volumes were compared to those of the reference standard by using Pearson 
correlation coefficient (R) and Bland–Altman analysis. Also, average absolute volumetric 
differences between the two were computed. An average R of 0.95 (range 0.90–0.99) was 
obtained over all the cardiac structures and, an average volumetric difference for the cardiac 
structures was 17.6 (range 2.3–42.2) ml. Figure 4 shows the correlation plots for the WH and 
RV structures.

The performance of the proposed automatic method was further evaluated by comparing 
the reference standard contours to those obtained automatically. It was observed that the aver-
age Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) for the different cardiac structures was 0.91. The mean 
surface-to-surface distance between the contours over all the structures was ±1.43 1.73 mm. 
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Figure 5 shows the boxplot of the DCS values for the different cardiac structures over all the 
subjects. Table 2 provides a complete list of all the quantified measures for each of the cardiac 
structure. It can be observed that the bias obtained from the Blant-Altman analysis for the 
WH and LV structures deviates away from zero and indicates that our method overestimates 
these volumes. To further investigate this bias a one sample t-Test was performed to assess 
whether volume differences of these two structures statistically significantly deviate from 0. 
The analysis indicated that the bias for these two structures is likely to arise from the method  
( p  <  0.001 in both cases), however the magnitude of this error (Abs diff) is insignificant when 
compared to the average volumes of the structures.

3.3. Assessment of volumetric measurements between the automatic CTCS segmentation 
and the CCTA segmentation

To evaluate the accuracy with which the CTCS scans can be used to automatically segment the 
cardiac structures, volumes obtained from the automatic segmentations on CTCS scans and 
the CCTA manual segmentations were compared. The average Pearson correlation coefficient 
R over all the structures was 0.94. An average volumetric difference for the cardiac structures 
was 17.8 (range 2.8–38.6) ml. Table 3 provides the R measures for the individual structures. 
The Bland–Altman measures and the absolute volumetric difference are also provided.

Figure 3. Axial, coronal and sagittal views of the cardiac segmentations used 
for qualitative assessment. A good quality segmentation (a). A moderate quality 
segmentation (b), where the RV and the WH are slightly overestimated on the last slice. 
A bad quality segmentation (c), where the RA is consistently under segmented. The 
white arrows indicate the location of the error on the most prominent view.

R Shahzad et alPhys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 3798
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3.4. Performance of manual CTCS segmentations

The feasibility of cardiac chamber segmentations on the CTCS scans were measured by com-
paring manually obtained cardiac segmentations on the CTCS scans to the reference standard 
segmentation on a subset of 25 scans. It was observed that the R was 0.91 and average DSC 
was 0.85 for all the cardiac structures. For more detailed comparisons, the agreement between 
the automatically obtained segmentations and the reference standard segmentations for the 
same subset of 25 scans were also calculated. The obtained R was 0.95 and DSC was 0.91. 
Table 4 provides in-depth measures for the cardiac structures between the manual, automatic 
and the reference standard segmentations. Figure 6 presents the correlation plots for each of 
the cardiac structure. The correlation plots show both manual (in red) and automatic (in blue) 
volumetric comparisons.

Figure 4. Correlation and Bland–Altman plots for the whole heart and right ventricle 
volumes. Comparison between the automatic segmentation and the reference volumes 
on the CTCS scans.

R Shahzad et alPhys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 3798
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4. Discussion

In this study, we presented and evaluated a fully automatic method for segmenting the indi-
vidual cardiac structures using CTCS scans. The proposed method is based on a multi-atlas 
segmentation approach. We demonstrated that, using the atlas-based segmentation work-flow, 
cardiac chamber segmentations on CTCS scans can be automatically obtained to a precision 
similar to those from CCTA scan.

Comparing the automatically obtained cardiac chamber segmentations on the CTCS scans 
to the reference standard, it was observed that mean surface-to-surface distance (MSD) error 
was ±1.43 1.73 mm for the structures and the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) was 0.91, 
which is close to the accuracy that we obtained in our previous study on the CCTA datasets 
where MSD was ±1.26 1.25 mm and DSC was 0.91. It should also be noted that the CTCS 
scans have a lower image resolution than that of the CCTA scan ( × ×0.35 0.35 1.5 mm versus 
× ×0.32 0.32 0.4 mm). When the MSD on the CTCS scan is considered, the method pro-

posed makes an error which is almost equal to a voxel in the axial direction. Figure 7 shows 
an example of the segmentation comparison. An average Pearson correlation coefficient (R) 
of 0.95 was obtained when the volumes of the segmented regions were compared, the highest 
correlation was obtained for WH (0.99) and the lowest for RV (0.90).

When the volumes of the cardiac chamber segmentations on the CTCS scans are compared 
to the CCTA scans, we see that the automatically obtained segmentations on the CTCS scans 
have good correlations to the semi-automatically obtained segmentations on the CCTA scans. 
A Pearson correlation coefficient (R) of 0.94 was obtained, Bland–Altman analysis showed 
that for most of the cardiac structure the bias is very small and the 95% confidence interval 
is not too large, which is also demonstrated by the absolute volume differences for each of 
the cardiac structure. On average, the absolute volume difference was 17.75 ml, the largest 
errors were made on the whole heart (WH) and the left ventricle (LV) structures which were 
±38.6 31.0 ml and ±34.2 19.8 ml (see table 3). When these volumes are compared to the 

Figure 5. Boxplot representing the agreement between the automatic and reference 
CTCS segmentations. Values are represented as DSC.

R Shahzad et alPhys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 3798
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Table 2. Comparison between the automatic method and the reference standard on 
CTCS scans. R is the Pearson correlation coefficient along with the linear regression 
β confidence interval (CI). B–A is the Bland–Altman bias along with the 95% CI. Abs 
diff is the average absolute difference. DSC is the dice similarity coefficient. MSD is 
the mean surface distance and MaxSD is the maximum surface distance. All volumes 
are represented in ml and distances in mm.

WH AO LV LA RA RV

Average  
volume
Reference 
standard

±895.8 201.2 ±37.1 11.5 ±278.9 75.7 ±103.2 31.1 ±87.1 24.6 ±163.9 40.1

Automatic 
method

±936.2 208.8 ±36.6 10.5 ±307.5 75.4 ±108.4 31.2 ±89.8 23.3 ±168.6 46.3

Volumetric 
measures
R 0.99 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.90

R (95% CI) (0.99, 0.99) (0.92, 0.96) (0.93, 0.97) (0.95, 0.98) (0.91, 0.96) (0.84, 0.93)

Bland– 
Altman (bias)

40 −0.37 29 5.2 2.8 4.7

Bland– 
Altman  
(95% CI)

(−15, 96) (−8, 7) (−17, 74) (−11, 29) (−14, −19) (−36, 45)

Abs diff ±42.2 25.5 ±2.3 2.9 ±31.3 19.4 ±7.5 5.6 ±6.1 6.5 ±16.2 13.6

Segmentation 
measures
DSC 0.96 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.87
Sensitivity 0.98 0.90 0.96 0.89 0.89 0.86
Specificity 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
MSD ±1.3 1.8 ±1.0 1.2 ±2.0 2.3 ±1.2 1.4 ±1.2 1.5 ±1.9 2.2

MaxSD ±11.3 4.8 ±6.3 3.7 ±11.7 3.6 ±8.4 3.9 ±8.8 3.9 ±12.0 5.7

Table 3. Performance of the segmentations by comparing the automatic method to 
the CCTA segmentations. R is the Pearson correlation coefficient along with the linear 
regression β confidence interval (CI). B–A is the Bland–Altman bias along with the 
95% CI. Abs diff is the average absolute volume difference. All volumes are represented 
in ml.

Structure R (CI for β) B–A (95% CI) Abs diff

WH 0.99 (0.98, 0.99) 36 (−30, 100) ±38.6 31.0
AO 0.93 (0.90, 0.96) 0 (−8, 8) ±2.8 3.0
LV 0.95 (0.92, 0.96) 31 (−17, 79) ±34.2 19.8
LA 0.96 (0.94, 0.97) 6 (−11, 23) ±8.6 6.3
RA 0.91 (0.87, 0.94) 0 (−19, 20) ±6.4 7.6
RV 0.89 (0.84, 0.92) 3 (−39, 44) ±15.9 14.3
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actual average size of the structures on the CCTA scans, the WH volume is about 900 ml and 
that for LV is 278 ml, thus the error made is around 4% and 10%, respectively. The average 
error made for the other structures is around 7% of their total volume.

We also evaluated the accuracy of manually delineated cardiac structures on a subset of  
25 CTCS scans. We compared the results of the manual annotations and the automated quanti-
fication on CTCS scans to the reference standard. It was observed that the automatic method 
and the manual annotations were quite good when compared to the reference standard, with 
the automatic method having a slightly higher DSC. Detailed correlation plots for the volu-
metric measure are presented in figure 6. Closer inspection of the manual annotations showed 
that it was difficult for the human observer to distinguish between the atrium and the ventri-
cle, a region where the multi-atlas-based method could perform much better as it uses both 
image intensity and cardiac structural information for the segmentation process.This resulted 
in a higher maximum surface-to-surface distance error for the manual segmentations when 
 compared to the automatic method.

The backbone of our method is multi-atlas-based segmentation which requires image regis-
tration. Registration and transformation of the atlas scans and the subject’s scan requires a bit 
of computation time. On a desktop PC (Intel Xenon CPU 3.60 GHz and 16 GB RAM) each of 
the atlas scans requires on average 1 min and 50 s of computation time. Thus, running of the 
entire framework on this desktop requires around 15 mins to segment all the cardiac structures 
from the scan. This time can be easily reduced by using more computational power: all eight 
atlas registrations can be run in parallel, thus even without code optimization, 2 min process-
ing time is feasible in case a sufficiently large computational cluster is available.

Table 4. Comparison between the automatic method and the manual segmentations 
to the reference standard on the 25 CTCS scans. A is automatic, R is reference and 
M is manual segmentations. DSC is the dice similarity coefficient. MSD is the mean 
surface distance and MaxSD is the maximum surface distance. R is the Pearson 
correlation coefficient along with the linear regression β confidence interval (CI).  
B–A is the Bland–Altman bias along with the 95% CI. Abs diff is the average  
absolute difference. All distances are in mm and volumes are represented as ml.

Cardiac
Structure

R (CI for β) B–A (95% CI) Abs diff

A versus R M versus R A versus R M versus R A versus R M versus R

WH 0.99 (0.98, 0.99) 0.97 (0.94, 0.99) 37 (−7, 81) −45 (−120, 26) ±37.76 20.72 ±47.11 33.92
AO 0.93 (0.85, 0.97) 0.86 (0.71, 0.94) −1 (−11, 9) 1 (−15, 17) ±2.95 4.15 ±5.63 5.93
LV 0.95 (0.88, 0.98) 0.94 (0.87, 0.98) 30 (−5, 66) −7 (−43, 28) ±30.24 18.11 ±17.27 8.82
LA 0.96 (0.91, 0.98) 0.87 (0.72, 0.94) 6 (−11, 23) −26 (−54, 2) ±8.60 5.57 ±27.48 11.91
RA 0.98 (0.95, 0.99) 0.95 (0.88, 0.98) 4 (−4, 12) 12 (−2, 27) ±4.51 3.05 ±12.29 6.99
RV 0.88 (0.74, 0.94) 0.86 (0.71, 0.94) 4 (−31, 39) 32 (−16, 80) ±13.37 12.14 ±32.76 23.61

Cardiac
Structure

DSC MSD MaxSD

A versus R M versus R A versus R M versus R A versus R M versus R

WH ±0.96 0.01 ±0.92 0.02 ±1.22 0.39 ±2.31 0.63 ±10.75 2.60 ±17.45 3.40
AO ±0.90 0.07 ±0.82 0.07 ±1.01 0.59 ±1.99 1.08 ±5.65 2.10 ±11.02 4.26
LV ±0.92 0.03 ±0.89 0.02 ±1.89 0.71 ±1.97 0.51 ±10.28 2.41 ±14.17 2.56
LA ±0.91 0.03 ±0.76 0.05 ±1.16 0.54 ±4.25 1.36 ±7.73 3.79 ±20.04 5.18
RA ±0.91 0.03 ±0.88 0.03 ±1.09 0.43 ±1.80 0.53 ±8.38 2.42 ±14.09 4.58
RV ±0.88 0.05 ±0.84 0.05 ±1.72 0.89 ±2.90 1.21 ±11.09 3.78 ±19.18 8.71
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Our method does have a few disadvantages. Figure  5, which shows the boxplot of the 
DCS values on the CTCS scans, shows a number of outliers (black circles), caused due to 
segmentation errors. These bad segmentations have also been reported in section 3.1, where 
11 subjects had suboptimal segmentation results for one or more cardiac structures. It turns 
out that 6 out of the 11 subjects had issues with the automatic CCTA segmentations as well  
(section 2.3), and had to be manually corrected for. A closer inspection revealed that the 
majority of the segmentation errors occurred when the anatomy of the heart deviated from the 
‘normal’ appearance. Multi-atlas-based segmentation could adopt to the change in anatomy 
up to a certain range but not beyond it. The main reason for this is that the eight CCTA scans 
used as atlases in our method do not cover all possible anatomical variations that can be 
clinically relevant. One possibility to improve the segmentation accuracy for subjects that 
have unusual cardiac anatomy would be to include more CCTA labelled atlas scans covering 

Figure 6. Correlation plots for the different cardiac structure volumes on the 25 CTCS 
scans. Correlation between the manual and the reference volumes is represented in red 
and that between the automatic and reference in blue.
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a wider range of cardiac anatomy. Additional improvements can be achieved by using more 
advanced methods for atlas selection and label fusion strategies. Another drawback of the 
method is that the segmented LV also includes the surrounding myocardium. To obtain the 
clinically relevant LV volume, only the LV endocardium needs to be segmented. However, 
with the very poor contrast between the LV blood pool and the surrounding myocardial tissue 
on the CTCS scans our method is unable to distinguish the endocardium and the epicardium 
boundary accurately. Therefore, our method is only able to provide the epicardial LV volume.

We did not investigate the performance of our method on CTCS scans from multiple ven-
dors. However, we are confident that the performance of our method would not deviate from the 
current results. Since the proposed method is built upon our previous study, where multi-vendor 
data was used to evaluate the segmentation accuracy on CCTA scans (Kirişli et al 2010), we 
believe that a similar accuracy would be obtained on CTCS scans from the other vendors.

5. Conclusion

An automatic method for segmenting the cardiac structures on non-contrast-enhanced CTCS 
scans was developed and extensively evaluated. We demonstrated that the proposed method has 
the ability to accurately segment the different cardiac structures on CTCS scans. The automati-
cally obtained segmentations were as good as the ones obtained using contrast-enhanced CCTA 
scans. Thus demonstrating the ability to use the proposed method in large clinical or population 
studies to investigate the structure of the myocardium and other cardiac chambers where only 
CTCS scans are acquired.
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